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Abstract 
Geothermal power conversion cycles a r e  compared with respect to recovery of the available wellhead 
power. 
f rom one o r  more flash stages; binary, in which heat is t ransferred f rom the brlne to an organic turbine 
cycle; flash binary, in which heat is t ransferred f rom flashed steam to an organic turbine cycle; and dual 
steam, in which two-phase expanders a r e  driven by the flashing steam-brine mixture and steam turbines 
by the separated steam. Expander efficiencies assumed a r e  0.7 for steam turbines, 0.8 for organic tur-  
bines, and 0.6 for two-phase expanders. 
is found to  be about the same a t  all  brine temperatures: 
dual s t ream; 0. 4 with one stage and 0. 6 with four stages for flash steam; 0. 5 for binary; and 0. 3 with one 
stage and 0. 5 with four stages for flash binary. 
The cycles compared a r e  flash steam, in which steam turbines a r e  driven by steam separated 
The fraction of available wellhead power delivered by each cycle 
0.65 with one stage and 0.7 with four stages for 
INTRODUCTION 
Most investigations of geothermal power have 
agreed that i f  wells producing dry steam a r e  found, 
the use of the steam directly in turbines is the 
preferred means of developing mechanical o r  elec- 
tr ical  power. Where a geothermal field produces 
hot water, however (which may partially flash to 
steam in the well), this degree of unanimity is not 
found. As ear ly  as 1970, public presentations 
were made [l] which argued for the superiority of 
binary conversion systems that would use the pro- 
duced geothermal water to heat a secondary work- 
ing fluid used in a Rankine cycle. 
technical papers [Z] analyzed binary systems and 
concluded that they would have cost superiority. 
At the same time, however, analyses were  pub- 
lished which concluded that binary processes have 
little to  offer [3 ,  41. 
While in some of the geothermal l i terature,  the 
superiority of the binary process,  particularly fo r  
lower temperature resources,  is taken as assured, 
in the four hot water geothermal fields worldwide, 
where extensive commercial  exploitation has begun 
(Wairakei, Ce r ro  Prieto,  Ahuachapan, Otake), 
Only the direct  steam process i s  used. 
In the face of such a diversity of viewpoints, i t  was 
felt important to t r y  to understand why the differ-  
ences exist. The various published analyses were 
ca r r i ed  out under varying assumptions, and mean- 
ingful intercomparison seemed difficult o r  impos- 
sible to accomplish. Therefore it was decided to 
make a f r e sh  comparison of all the proposed geo- 
thermal conversion processes on a common basis. 
The detailed results and method of calculation, as 
well a s  an  analysis of brine production methods, 
are presented in Ref. 5. 
TYPES OF CONVERSION PROCESSES 
Flash Steam. 
process  for  power generation from brine is the 
flash s team procestl. 
p rocess  with one stage. 
head enters  a flash vaporizer, where the pressure 
is reduced, causing par t  of the brine to vaporize. 
The mixture of brine and steam then enters  a 
s e  a ra to r  here  the brine and steam a r e  sepa- 
Subsequent 
The most commonly used conversion 
Figure 1 shows a flash steam 
The flow leaving the well- 
dk-+w he brine flows to  a reinjection well o r  
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Figure 1. Flash Steam Process  With One Stage 
other disposal area.  The steam flows to a turbine 
f o r  power generation and is then condensed at a 
p re s su re  below atmospheric in a condenser. 
condensate i s  pumped to atmospheric pressure  for 
disposal o r  for use in the cooling tower. 
The flow f rom a pumped well consists entirely of 
liquid (designated L in the diagram), and the flow 
f rom a self-flawing well consists of both liquid and 
gas  (G), the gas phase being steam. 
phase wellhead flow, the flash vaporizer may be 
omitted and the wellhead flow fed directly to the 
separator at. wellhead pressure.  
izer ,  if used, consists of whatever provides the 
pressure  drop between the wellhead and the 
separator. 
With high brine concentrations, the steam line to 
the turbine may include scrubbers to remove 
entrained salts. The condenser is usually a con- 
tact  condenser, wherein water from the cooling 
tower is sprayed directly into the condensing steam. 
The condenser pumping may be accomplished by 
The 
With two- 
The flash vapor- 
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elevating the condenser above ground o r  by using 
a mechanical pump. Any noncondensables in the 
s team must be pumped f rom the condenser to 
atmosphere by mechanical pumps o r  by steam 
ejectors using steam that would otherwise drive 
the turbine. 
A flash steam process with two stages is shown in 
Figure 2. The brine f rom the f i rs t -s tage separator 
flows to the second-stage flash vaporizer, where 
the p re s su re  of the brine 1s reduced to  that of the 
steam leaving the first-stage steam turbine. The 
refiulting steam and brine mixture i s  separated in 
the second-stage separator.  The steam f rom the 
second-stage separator joins the s team leaving the 
f i rs t -s tage turbine and flows to the second-stage 
turbine. To minimize moisture in the second-stage 
turbine, the moisture leaving the first-stage turbine 
i s  separated and added to the brine leaving the 
second-stage separator.  
second- stage separator is below atmospheric, a 
pump ( o r  elevation above ground) i s  required for 
removal of the separated brine. 
The gain achieved with multi-staging is that the 
brine leaving the last-stage separator i s  rejected 
a t  lower temperatures as the number of stages i s  
increased, resulting in more  of the brine heat 
being converted to turbine output power. 
Dual Steam, 
mixture, is flash vaporized, mechanical work is 
available f rom the expansion of the vaporizing 
mixture. 
r i ze r  with a two-phase expander that extracts part  
of that available work as shaft power. Figure 3 
shows such a process. which is the same as the 
flash steam process  in  Figure 1, except that a 
two-phase expander replaces the flash vaporizer 
and another two-phase expander i s  placed in 
parallel  with the s team turbine. If the wellhead 
quality i s  high, only the parallel  two-phase 
expander would be used since there would be no 
need to inser t  a p re s su re  drop between the well- 
head and the separator  to produce more steam. 
Since two types of expanders a r e  being used in 
combinatioli, the process  of Figure 3 is designated 
a s  a dual steam process. The dual s team procesb 
If the pressure  in the 
When brine, o r  a brine and steam 
It i s  possible to replace the flash vapo- 
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was f i rs t  proposed by Laird (61 and also suggested 
by Wood [3]. 
In the dual steam process,  a l l  of the wellhead flow 
is rejected a t  condensing temperature. 
available energy i s  extracted from the wellhead 
flow, within the limitations of mechanical effi- 
ciencies, using only one steam turbine and either 
one or two two-phase expanders (depending on 
whether additional steam i s  desired for the steam 
turbine). 
Total Flow, 
entire wellhead flow to condensing temperature 
and extracting the available work 1s the total flow 
process [ 7 ] .  In that process.  shown in Figure 4, 
the entire wellhead flow expands through a two- 
phase expander to the condenser conditions. 
Binary. 
wellhead flow a s  a heat source for a separate 
closed-loop power cycle. Usually an organic work- 
ing fluid operating in  a Rankine cycle is considered. 
Figure 5 shows a binary process.  The wellhead 
flow, if it is two-phase. enters  a separator,  and 
the steam leaving the separator  enters  the s team 
heat exchanger, where the steam is condensed by 
heat t ransfer  to the organic working fluid. The 
condensate then joins the brine leaving the separa-  
tor  and flows through the liquid heat exchanger, 
where the liquid is cooled by further heat exchange 
All of the 
Another method of expanding the 
The binary conversion process uses the 
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Figure 2 .  Flash  Steam Process  With Two Stages Figure 4. Total Flow Process  
to the organic working fluid. 
to  disposal, through a pump if necessary. If the 
wellhead flow i s  single-phase, a s  with a pumped 
well, then no separator or steam heat exchanger 
i s  used. 
The organic working fluid flows through the liquid 
heat exchanger and then through the steam heat 
exchanger, if used. The organic fluid expands 
through the turbine, i s  condensed by heat transfer 
to atmosphere or to a cooling fluid, and i s  pumped 
back to the heat exchanger inlet. 
A single-stage binary process can cool all of the 
brine to  the organic fluid condensing temperature 
(plus the heat exchanger temperature difference), 
and multistaging is not needed. 
Flash Binary. High salt concentrations may cause 
fouling of the liquid heat exchanger in the binary 
process.  The heat in the brine can still be recov- 
ered,  however, by flash vaporizing the brine and 
using the steam in a s e r i e s  of steam heat exchang- 
e r s .  Such a flash binary process with one stage i s  
shown in Figure 6. The wellhead flow, after possi- 
ble additional vaporization in a flash vaporizer, is 
separated into steam and brine s t reams,  and the 
steam i s  used to heat the organic working fluid. 
The brine flows to the reinjection well o r  other 
disposal site. 
The heat exchanger in Figure 6 i s  both a steam and 
liquid heat exchanger. 
in the f i r s t  part of the heat exchanger, the conden- 
sate (which is pure water) is cooled by further heat 
t ransfer  to the organic working fluid. 
A flash binary process  with two stages i s  shown in 
Figure 7. The s team entering th.e first-stage heat 
exchanger i s  condensed, and the condensate i s  
cooled t o  an  intermediate temperature. 
densate i s  then throttled to  saturation pressure,  
(The mechanical work lost i s  negligible. ) The 
brine f rom the first-stage separator flows to the 
second- stage flash vaporizer, where the pressure  
of the brine is reduced to that of the liquid leaving 
the first-stage heat exchanger. 
s team and brine mixture i s  separated in the second- 
separator  joins the liquid leaving the first-stage 
heat exchanger and flows to the second-stage heat. 
exchanger. 
r a to r  flows to  disposal, through a pump if neces- 
sary.  
exchanger flows to disposal or i s  used in the cool- 
ing tower. 
METHOD OF CALCULATION 
The liquid then flows 
After the steam condenses 
The con- 
'The resulting 
stage separator. The steam frorn  the second-stage 
The brine f rom the second-stage sepa- 
The liquid leaving the second-stage heat 
WELL 
L OR 
L i  G . 
c 
The method of calculation for each process  is 
described in detail in Ref. 5 .  For flash steam and 
dual s team, the quantities specified a r e  wellhead 
temperature,  quality, and brine concentration; 
number of stages;  steam condensing temperature;  
steam turbine and two-phase expander efficiencies; 
and disposal and condenser pump efficiencies. The 
calculation procedure f i rs t  assigns initial guesses 
to the turbine inlet temperatures in each stage.  The 
flash vaporizer,  or two-phase expander, exit con- 
ditions a r e  then calculated stage by stage, together 
with the steam turbine exit conditions, steam 
turbine power output, and any two-phase expander 
power output. 
added to give the total electric power output. The 
calculations a r e  then repeated with other turbine 
The powers for all of the stages a r e  
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Figure 7. Flash Binary P rocess  With Two Stages 
inlet temperatures until the opt:rmum temperatures 
corresponding to  maximum total output power a r e  
found, using a standard multi-variate search  
routine. 
The method of calculation for total flow is simply 
to  multiply the wellhead available power by the 
assumed two-phase expander efficiency t o  obtain 
the output power. 
F o r  binary and flash binary, the quantities speci- 
fied a r e  wellhead temperature,  quality, and brine 
concentration; number of stages;  organic fluid con- 
densing temperature;  a cycle efficiency factor 
reflecting organic turbine and feed pump efficien- 
cies; disposal pump efficiency; .minimum tempera- 
ture  difference between the water o r  steam and the 
organic fluid; and optional selection of a liquid heat 
exchanger to  give a binary, instead of flash binary, 
process .  
an initial guess to  the inlet temperature of the 
first-stage heat exchanger. 
the inlets of the other heat exchangers (if more  
than one stage is used) a r e  then calculated, 
together with the organic working fluid flow rate ,  
t o  set the temperature differences between the 
organic working fluid and brine at the inlets and 
exits of the heat exchangers equal to  the specified 
minimum tempera ture  difference. The power out- 
put of the organic cycle is then calculated. The 
inlet tempera ture  of the first-stage heat exchanger 
is varied and the calculations repeated until the 
optimum tempera ture  corresponding to  maximum 
power output is found. 
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTANTS 
The calculation procedure first assigns 
The tempera tures  at  
Conversion P rocesses .  Table 1 presents the con- 
etants used for the conversion processes .  Fo r  the 
flash steam, dual stearn, and total flow processes ,  
the steam condensing temperature is assumed to  
be 45OC, a typical value for 8tea.m power plants. 
The combined efficiency of the s team turbines and 
electr ic  generatore (the rat io  of electric output to 
isentropically available steam power) i s  assumed 
t o  be 0.7,  a reasonable value with saturated vapor 
at the turbine inlets.  
The efficiency of two-phase expanders can be 
expected to  be l e s s  than that of s team turbines,  
and a value of 0.6 is assumed. 
disposal and condenser pumps i s  assumed to  be 
0.7. Losses  due t o  p re s su re  drops a r e  considered 
t o  be included in the turbine and two-phase expand- 
e r  efficiencies. 
The efficiency of 
The quantity of noncondensable gases is assumed 
t o  be zero because there  is no generally applicable 
value. Thus, the potentially l a rge  power penalty 
for pumping noncondensables from the s team con- 
denser  at locations where noncoridensables a r e  high 
i s  ignored. 
binary processes .  
Fo r  the binary and flash binary processes ,  the 
organic fluid condensing temperature is assumed 
t o  be 45OC, the same  as for the !steam processes .  
This is a favorable assumption for the binary 
processes  since the organic fluid must use a sur-  
face condenser, whereas steam can usually use a 
contact condenser. 
The only information needed on the organic fluid for 
the calculation method used is the shape of the 
temperature-versus-enthalpy curve for calculating 
This penalty does not exist i n  the 
Table 1 .  Conversion P rocess  Constants 
Pa rame te r  Value 
Flash s team, dual steam, and total flow 
Steam condensing temperature 45oc 
Steam turbine efficiency 0 . 7  
Two-phase expander efficiency 0 . 6  
Brine disposal and condenser 0 .7  
pump efficiencies 
D i s  pos a.1 p re s  su r  e 0.1 MPa 
(1 atm) 
Noncondensable gas fraction 0 
Binary and flash binary 
Organic: fluid condensing temperature 45OC 
Organic working fluid isobutane 
P r e s s u r e  of organic working fluid 4 .14  MPa 
in heat exchangers (600 psi) 
Cycle efficiency factor 0 .7  
between water and organic 
working fluid 
Brine disposal pump efficiency 0.7 
Disposal p re s su re  0.1 MPa 
Minimum temperature difference 10°C 
( 1  atm) 
the heat exchanger tempera tures  on the organic 
side.  Fo r  this purpose, the enthalpy curve of 
isobutane at 4.14 MPa (600 psi)  is used, which 
gives results typical of high-efficiency binary 
processes [ 8 ] .  
The value of the organic cycle efficiency factor 
(actual divided by ideal organic cycle output) is 
assumed to  be 0.7, which i s  shown in  Ref. 5 to 
correspond t o  turbine and pump efficiencies of 
about 0 .8 .  The minimum temperature difference 
between the water o r  steam and the organic fluid 
in  the heat exchangers is specified to  be 10°C. 
The constants that most affect the comparisons 
between the different processes  a r e  the machine 
efficiencies (ateam turbine efficiency, two-phase 
expander efficiency, and organic cycle efficiency 
factor). 
given in Table 1 would be a proportional change in  
the power output of the process .  
Wellhead Conditions. Four wellhead conditions a r e  
chosen that a r e  representative of the extremes 
encountered in water-dominated r e se rvo i r s .  Well- 
head conditions calculated in Ref. 5 for a particular 
well depth, diameter,  and drawdown p res su re ,  
taking account of gravity and friction, a r e  given in 
Table 2 .  
The effect of using values other than those 
The first wellhead condition is for a self-flowing 
( a s  opposed t o  pumped) well at 15OOC reservoir  
temperature with zero brine concentration. The 
150°C reservoir  temperature represents the low 
end of the temperature range of interest  for geo- 
thermal e lectr ic  power generation. Most brines 
at that temperature have concentrations of dis-  
solved solids below 5 percent and can, therefore,  
be represented by pure water for power calcula- 
tions. The second condition is for a pumped well 
. ;  
Table 2 .  Wellhead Conditions 
15OoC reservoir ,  15OoC reservoir ,  3OO0C reservoir,  3OO0C reservoir ,  
pure water pure water pure water 3070 brine 
Pa rame te r  s elf-flowing , pumped self- flowing, self- flowing, 
-. ‘g Temperature,  OC 114 137 218 2 02 
Quality 0.07 0 0.21 0.12 
P r e s s u r e ,  MPa (psia) 0.16 (23) 0.33 (48) 2.23 (323) 1 .25  (181) 
Available wellhead 54 
power, kW per kg/s 
48 292 171 
at 150°C reservoir  temperature and ze ro  brine 
concentration. The pumping provides saturated 
liquid at the wellhead (cooled by a down-well 
turbopump). 
at 300°C reservoir  temperature with zero brine 
concentration. The 300°C reservoir  temperature 
represents  the upper end of the temperature range 
available in  geothermal reservoirs.  Some brines 
at that t empera ture  have low sal t  concentrations 
and can be represented by pure water for power 
calculations. The fourth condition i s  the same a s  
the third except #at 30 percent brine concentration 
is assumed (KC1, GaC12, and NaC1 in the m a s s  
ratio 1:2:3.5). 
Table 2 a r e  the powers in kilowatts that would be 
produced by isentropic expansion of 1 kg/s of the 
wellhead flow to 45 C. 
The third condition is for self-flowing 
The available powers given in 
o r  l e s s  power ( a t  the assumed 60 percent efficiency 
of two-phase expanders), and the dual steam pro- 
ces s  gives only about 12 percent more  power. 
The power recovery fraction for the binary process ,  
which is independent of the number of stages,  i s  
0.42, the same as  for the single-stage flash steam 
process .  
binary process .  
varies from only 0.18 with one stage to  0.39 with 
four stages.  
The lowest output power is from the flash 
The power recovery fraction 
0.8 r-’ 1 I 1 
TOTAL FLOW 
0.6 
CONVERSION PROCESS COMPARISONS 
Power Recovery Fraction. 
cesses  a r e  compared with respect to the power 
recoverv fraction, which i s  the ratio of actual 
output power to  available wellhead power. 
The conversion pro- 
5 
Figure 8 compares the power recovery fractions of 
the different conversion processes  for 1 5OoC rese r -  
voir temperature and self-flowing (f i rs t  wellhead 
condition in Table 2); the input flow i s  water and 
s team at 114% and 0.07 quality. 
recovery fractions a r e  plotted a13 a function of the 
number of s tages .  
fraction is obtained with the dual stea,m process .  
The power recovery fraction var ies  from 0.66 with 
one stage to  0.70 with four stages.  The reason for 
the increase is that the portion od the output power 
produced by the more  efficient s team turbines 
increases  f rom 60 percent with one stage to  90 per- 
cent with four stages.  In addition, l o s ses  i n  the 
upper stages a r e  partly recovered in lower stages 
(reheat effect), permitting the cycle efficiency to  
equal o r  exceed the expander efficiencies. 
The total flow process has a power recovery frac- 
tion of 0.6, equal t o  the assumed efficiency of the 
two-phase expander. The total flow process  gives 
lees  power than the single-stage dual steam process  
because the la t ter  generates 60 percent of its power 
in  the more  efficient s team turbine. 
The power recovery fraction of the flash s team 
process  is next-highest, varying f rom 0.42 with 
one otage t o  0.63 with four stages.  Thus, the dual 
steam and total flow processes give about 50 per- 
cent more  power than the flash steam process ,  as 
claimed for total flow in  Ref 7,  but only when com- 
pared with a single-stage flash s team process .  
Compared with a flash steam process of three o r  
more  stages,  the total flow process  gives the same 
The power 
The highest power recovery 
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Comparison of Power Recovery 
. -  . - -  
The reason for the increase in power recovery 
fraction with number of stages i n  the case of the 
flash s team and flash binary processes  is the 
reduction in brine discharge temperature and, in 
the case of the flaeh binary process,  the better 
matching of temperatures on the two sides of the 
heat exchanger. 
Figure 9 compares the power recovery fractions 
for l5OoC reservoir  temperature when well pump- 
ing is used (second wellhead condition in Table 2); 
the flow t o  the conversion processes  is saturated 
liquid at 137OC. 
essentially the same power recovery fraction as in  
the previous case with two-phaiie wellhead flow. 
The power recovery fraction for the total flow 
process  is still 0.6.  The flash s team process  
gives about 10 percent l e s s  power than with the 
two-phase wellhead flow, ranging from 0.38 to  
0.58 in this ca se .  The binary process  gives a 
power recovery fraction of 0.4!i, and flash binary 
ranges f rom 0.13  t o  0.37. 
Figure 10 compares the power recovery fractions 
for eelf-flowing pure water at 3OOOC reservoir  
temperature (third wellhead cordition in  Table 2). 
The input is water and steam at 218OC and 0.21 
The dual steam process  gives 
0.8 
0.7 - 
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Figure 9. Comparison of Power Recovery 
Fractions for 150°C Reservoir Temperature,  
Pumped, P u r e  Water 
quality. 
0.72 power recovery fraction. (The reheat effect 
gives a cycle efficiency greater  than turbine effi- 
ciency.) The power recovery fraction of the flash 
s team process  is closer to  those of the dual steam 
and total flow processes at this higher temperature,  
ranging from 0.47 with one stage to  0.66 with four 
stages.  The power for the binary process is higher 
than that of the single-stage flash s team process  
but lower than that of multistage flash-steam 
processea.  The flash binary process again has the 
lowest power recovery fraction, ranging from 0.29 
with one stage to 0.50 with four stages.  
Calculations for 30 percent brine (last wellhead 
condition in Table 2 )  give essentially the same  
results as for pure water.  The absolute output 
powers a r e  40 percent l e s s  (in proportion to the 
available wellhead power] Table 2) .  but the fraction 
of available power recovered is the same with 
30 percent brine a s  with water.  
It must be emphasized that these comparisons a r e  
valid only if  the fraction of noncondensable gases  in 
the flow is small 80 that the power required for 
pumping the noncondensable gases  out of the con- 
denser in the flash s team, dual steam, and total 
The dual steam process  gives 0 .68  to 
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Figure 10. Comparison of Power Recovery 
Fractions f o r  300°C Reservoir Temperature,  
Self-Flowing, P u r e  Water 
L '  
flow processes  is negligible. A l a rge  fraction of 
noncondensibles would make the binary processes  
more attractive o r  even mandatory. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions of this study a r e  that, for wells 
with small noncondensable flow ,and for  the assumed 
machine efficiencies, 
1. Multistage flash-steam conversion using s team 
turbines provides more  output than binary o r  
total flow processes  at  all temperatures  and 
brine concentrations. 
Two-phase expanders in  combination with 
s team turbines provide the 'highest output 
power. 
2. 
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